DATE: July 29, 2020
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CIT Relay & Switch is pleased to announce the acquisition Picker Components.
CIT Relay & Switch is now further enhanced by the addition of Picker Components – both companies are
designers and manufacturers of high quality electro‐mechanical relays and switches. CIT Relay & Switch
joined with Picker Components provide robust solutions for engineering.
“The combination of CIT and Picker will generate value for our customers through a large choice of
tailored solutions, a global network of services and expanded engineering expertise. It will magnify our
value with a wider breath of product while at the same time extracting synergies. We look forward to
continued growth and strength this will give to our operation,” noted Jeff Hampton, President of CIT
Relay & Switch.
Wherever opportunities arise, CIT will work to provide customers the best product for the application
and most compelling support experience. Two quality manufactures rolled into one for continued
growth of CIT/Picker through paramount service, selection, quality, and value – we strive to be the best.
CIT Relay & Switch places the customer first working directly with customers from simple to complicated
projects, tailoring custom solutions and designs. When you contact CIT, you are immediately connected
to a professional. Our technical, engineering and customer support personnel are well‐trained and can
help with your design selection requirements. With a state‐of‐the‐art test lab, CIT can address custom or
standard test requirements under a variety of conditions to validate your application. From small to
large projects, we are here to help with all our customers testing and design needs.
For sales and technical assistance on Picker Components relays, contact CIT Relay & Switch at:
(763) 535‐2339 or sales@pickercomponents.com
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